
UPPER WOODFORD - OGBURY - GREAT DURNFORD
11m. Park on byway adjacent to A360 at SU 101 370

Cross the A360 and walk ESE on Monarch's Way for .5m to SU 108 368. Continue SE then E to SU 114366 
then go NE. After .3m reach SU 120368 where swing SE for .3m to reach road at SU 124366.  Turn left (N) 
for 0.3m to a road junction just past the Inn at SU 124372.   Turn right to walk ESE and at SU 127371 turn 
left to walk NNE on minor road for 0.5m.  At SU 133374 take path on the right to climb steeply up steps to a 
path with views over the river.  Coffee can be taken here at SU 133374.

Turn left on path at top and walk partly in woods just north of east to a road at SU 138376.  Cross road to a 
path opposite and walk NNW down hill, parallel to the road, to emerge on the road again at SU 138378. 
Continue N on road to Great Durnford and at SU 138379 take the path through the kissing gate on the right. 
Walk NE to a crossing track at SU 1395 3815. Continue NE to the edge of a field at SU 140 382 and then 
walk NNE across the field (marked Ogbury) to reach a surfaced track at SU 1150385. Continue NE for 
100m, then N, then at SU 1512 3875 swing left to go NW to Field Barn. At SU 1480m 3895 take road right 
to walk NE for ¾  mile.  At SU 158397, adjacent to the A345, turn left through a field gate and walk down 
field edge to the bottom corner. At SU 158398 turn left to walk NW with the hedge to your right. Pass a barn 
and wind-pump at SU 149400.  Continue on more or less W to reach a cross track near a chalk pit at SU 
144401. Turn left to walk SW and keep to high ground above river.  Stop at SU 142399 for lunch 
overlooking the river valley.

After lunch continue SE to a junction left at SU 1395 4045. Continue on main track SW then S to a wood at 
SU 139390. Continue S on wood edge to the road at SU 141386.  Turn right and walk to junction at SU 
1475 3833. Turn left and pass the Inn and take path right at SU 1345 3790. Cross the river and pass 
Durnford Mill to SU 1325 3795 where turn left to walk SSW, SW then NW to the road at SU 125374.  Turn 
left and, after 150m, take road right at SU 1243 3723.  Walk along road to SU 1175 3705 where take the 
rising track left to continue W for one mile to reach the A360 at SU 101372. Cross road with care and walk 
S for 200m to reach the cars.
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